Rally
Extraordinary Seating Solutions
For Any Event

platform seating applications

Adaptable Arena Seating – From One Event to the Next.
Designed to be installed, used and stored on retractable platforms, Rally makes space
reconfiguration a snap for venues where events dictate unique seating requirements.
All components are constructed for durable performance and long life. Patrons and
fans will appreciate the ergonomic considerations that are incorporated into each
model. Rally platform and fixed applications pair well with Spirit ® or 408 stadium
seating to visually and functionally complete any arena.

Nose Mount

25"
17"

Flexibility
Available in three modules, providing widths from 19"to 24"
Arm or armless models

33 ½"

Cupholders available on models with arms
19"

Single or dual deck retractable platform compatibility
Rear or nose mounting options
Nose mount back folds to the rear and stores within a 4½" envelope

24"

for low-rise retractable platforms

8"

Rear mount seat and back folds forward and stores within a tight

25"
17"

6" envelope for retractable platform use
Both versions can be stored and deployed up to 5 chairs at a time
33 ½"

Available in both fixed and sport seating color offerings

32"

Available in standard American Seating fabrics or COM materials
33 ½"
18 ½"

19"

Rear Mount

Seat number plates optional
Comfort
32" standard back height
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Nose mount seat offers a 3½" foam cushion as well as an optional
24"

seat suspension system for superior comfort

8"

Rear mount seat offers a 3" foam cushion with contoured seat edge
for extended comfort
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32"

Durability
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18 ½"

18 ½"

Nose mount double-wall plastic seat and back protects against wear
Rear mount double-wall plastic seat and back to ensure added longevity
All chair supports are a durable steel construction
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fixed seating applications
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Sensible Seating Sure to Please Any Crowd.
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This newest player in the arena seating market offers solid performance for education,
sports and entertainment venues. The rounded back provides comfort with a

33 ½"
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contemporary aesthetic. A full range of options are available,
allowing Rally to be
33 ½"

33 ½"
18 ½"

19"

32"
uniquely tailored to your facility. Both fixed and platform versions
can be combined

with Spirit ® or 408 to visually and functionally complete any arena seating need.
18 ½"

Rally makes an ideal space-saving solution for lecture halls, courtrooms or other

Floor Mount

environments that need folding tablet arm capability.
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Flexibility
Available in three modules, providing widths from 19"to 24"

33 ½"

Arm or armless models

32"

33 ½"

33 ½"
32"

18 ½"

Cupholders available on models with arms

32"

Seat modules mount directly to horizontal support beam
18 ½"

18 ½"

Beam provides floor or riser mounting options
When not in use, seat provides a three-quarter fold, and articulating

24"

back returns to an upright position, creating a slim envelope
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24"

24"

Available in both fixed and sports seating color offerings

8"
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Available in standard American Seating fabrics or COM materials
Seat number plates optional
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Rearward pivoting arm option for A.D.A. compliance

32"
33 ½"

33 ½"
Power and data raceway option mounts to floor mount
support
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32"

18 ½"
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Comfort
18 ½"

32" standard back height
Riser Mount

8¾"(High)
8½"(Low)
High

Contoured seat edge provides ergonomic leg support
3" foam seat cushion for extended comfort

24"
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2" back cushion for enhanced back support

14 ¾"

Durability

8½"(Low)
Low

34 ¼"

33½"

ensure added longevity
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Cast iron seat supports provide durability
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8½"(Low)
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32 ¾"
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Double-wall plastic seat and back
34 ¼"
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8¾"(High)

3 ¼"

Low

3178"

A.D.A. Compliance
Rally meets all of the
accessibility compliance
standards of the Americans
With Disabilities Act (A.D.A.).

Armrests
Fixed armrests are available in
plastic or wood.

Folding Tablet Arms
Standard (12 3/16" x 131/8) and
oversized (153/8" x 13 3/16")
tablet arms available (standard
shown). Tablet arms meet Life
Safety Code (NFPA 101) and
International Building Code.

Power and Data Raceways
U.L. listed raceway offers
convenient access to power and
data. The raceway includes one
data port location and one simplex
electrical outlet per chair providing
power for up to twenty-six chairs
per power feed.

Seat/Row Identification
Seat and row identification,
and donor plates are available.

Platform armrests (shown)
pivot up to store on
retractables.

Aisle Lights
Light on end of beam directs
soft glow downward.

Since 1886, American Seating has set the standard for product design, durability and
comfort. Today, we remain committed to exceeding the expectations of our customers.
Our achievements serve as the platform for new and innovative products that continue
to be the benchmark of our industry.

401 American Seating Center,
Grand Rapids, MI 49504
Phone 616-732-6600 800-748-0268
FAX 616-732-6401
americanseating.com
American Seating is committed to lessening
our impact on the planet through responsible
stewardship of our environment.
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